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About This Game

Ghoststory - An island in the middle of nowhere. one man`s journal and a mystery ready to be uncovered; an amazing journey
await you in this short visual story. This is a man`s experiences of a series of events that has changed everything on earth.

You are on an island apparently peaceful and abandoned. The only thing that spoils this idyllic image is all the steel
constructions that is merged with the nature. This unnatural mix makes you wonder if you can walk the path undisturbed or if

you will encounter someone…something.

What has happened on the island? Who is behind all the changes? Will you ever find out?

Features

- Explore a mysterious island and it`s many different locations.

- The visual style is unique and stands out in the crowd of games. The choice of colors is based on the desire to make you feel
something special and at the same time

be a joy to the eye

- It is a story-driven game that is dripping with atmosphere. The story captivates you from the beginning to the end and leaves
you wanting to know more.

- The game is developed using Unreal Engine 4 – the next generation engine
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Title: Ghoststory
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Loaded Games
Publisher:
Superboss
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10, Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system.

Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 1030 or AMD Radeon R7 260

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English
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The great example of a bad walking simulator. No decent story, no exciting twists, generic visuals and generic sound, no
interactions with the world, painfully slow moving speed with no run option. It obviously strives to copy Dear Esther's
aesthetics, but unfortunately fails as this game itself is nothing more then a boring hour-long chore.. - No full controller support,
you can only walk forth, back and to the sides, not steering the camera
- Boring AF
- The sound levels are crap. No changing the volume.
- Polygonic rocks, rushed to shiz
- No whatsoever settings for graphics
- If you press escape you get right back to the menu and you can not continue the game just restart.

The only pro:
Game had statues with p*nises

DEVS. I WAITED FOR 5 MONTHS. W U DO DIS TO US.
GIT GUD.
. This game has potential (but actually only at the current price with 40% off, ~4,99\u20ac), if you like to enjoy pleasent mood
and just listen to a story while walking through a nice scenery. It has decent coherent graphics and pleasant music. Unfortunately
currently this is all ruined by amateurish programming and bad sound mixing.

Problem#1: Don't ever press Escape! They might have added a new pause menu to avoid that players unintentionally leave the
game to the main menu by just pressing Escape and so have to restart it as there is no save feature, but it doesn't have a resume
button so you anyways have to click on Exit and still end up in the title menu.

Problem#2: Opening this mentioned pause menu once by pressing Escape will break every input and to make it even better you
can even open it during the splash screens. All you can do then is operating the title menu but then you will end up in a nice
screen saver that you can only close with Alt+F4.

Problem#3: First when you click New Game you'll be greeted by a loud noise that sounds like a heavy door being smashed shut,
pretty much painful for headphone users. Then there is the main point of the game, the protagonist telling the story, but I can
barely understand what he is saying under the sound of rain and the music. I have been setting my equalizer settings to flat and
trying find the frequency range of the voice actors voice to simply increase it, all to no success.

Problem#4: When the protagonist is talking, there is always this large block of 5-6 lines of subtitles on the bottom of the screen.
I don't want read them, I actually would like to listen to the voice actor (and understand him) and to have a look at the scenery.
This large block of text is killing so much mood and there is no way to disable it.
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I will change this review if this game does ever get enjoyable within the next ten days, otherwise I will refund it and let this
review stay.
Deadline is over and I got my refund, zero reaction by the developers to my feedback in the forum.. Great game, lovely nature
;). This game is pretty much a walking simulator, similar to games like Dear Esther or Firewatch where you walk through levels
and a dude talks and you listen to a story. This one is a narrator reading a journal of a man who was trapped on an island. Here's
what I think of it.

Positives:
The voice acting\/narration is very well done
The levels are beautiful and well made
The music is very nice
The game is well paced, at no point does any narration end up overlapping

Negatives:
There is no options menu at all
The first level has some rain filter on the screen even though its not raining
There are a couple typos in the subtitles, mainly on the dates like '21th'
The framerate is locked at 62fps
There seems to be motion blur which is annoying
It doesn't tell you the controls, didn't know you could open doors at first
In the final level I think the level doesn't really load properly so when you turn around you randomly see white things
pop in

Overall its a pretty decent little story game, not much to it but its pretty good for what it is. It does have a few flaws but
they're not too noticeable. 7\/10.. No save areas even when finding a loading section. If anything goes wrong it's a
restart of entire game. Do not hit escape unless you want to retart all over, I at least learned that early on. 45mins in a
section didn't load which meant a complete restart, no thank you. This is a walking sim like Ester but it's a broken
game, do not buy this, not even for the summer sale.. I am a huge fan of walking simulators but this just wasn't the
game for me. Good scenery and narration, but just kind of dry. Also glitched the map within 20 mins of playing by just
doing normal navigation.
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Buggy, broken mess. I could go on and on, but I'll give just two very clear examples:
1. There is no save feature
2. If you hit the escape button to pause the game, there is no way to restart the game. For reals. The only way out of the pause
screen is to exit the whole damn game. At which point, see #1.

Worthless!!!
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